
What makes our security 

screens unlike any other? 

We often get asked by our customers what the key differences are between SecureView EclipX, Xceed 

and the other Security Screen products on the market.  To help you make an informed choice and 

choose the best product for you and your family, we have carefully put together some information  

highlighting the key features. 

If you need further information, please contact us on 1300 720 838 or email  

info@commandex.com.au. 
 

How to choose the right Security Screen for you? 

SecureView T316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel is important  

due to harsh Australian Environments. 

T316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel is a higher grade of Stainless Steel with greater corrosion resistance  

than the standard 304. A fact which is backed by the Australian Stainless Steel Development Association.  

They claim T316 marine grade stainless T316 is the ‘next step up’ to 304 steel. 

Do you actually need SecureView 316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel 

Screens?  

It’s an important question to ask, and can often depend on the area     

you live in. T316 Marine grade stainless steel is 

more resistant to harsh salty environments and is 

one reason. SecureView screens confidently 

come with an 11-year warranty. Over the 

years, T316 has proven to have fewer issues 

than 304, especially close to the ocean and in 

the northern areas of Australia. Considering 

80% of Australians live on the coast, T316    

stainless steel is the sensible choice. 

Xceed Perforated Aluminium  

Some customers are looking for a more cost-effective alternative to the stainless steel security screens,  

without compromising security. With this in mind, we  

developed Xceed Perforated Aluminium. For around the same cost as a 7mm diamond grille, Xceed has 

the look of the woven T316 stainless steel and complies with all the relevant Australian  Standards. 

Its design is more focussed around the needs of a customer who is looking for a modern, competitively 

priced alternative to the unattractive  7mm diamond grille. Our Xceed Screens come with a 7-year  

Warranty and unlike the 7mm diamond grille is far more resistant to corrosion than the galvanised mesh.  
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The Fixing System Explained 

SecureView and Xceed both use a PVC based “locked in” keyway insulator and separate  

wedge.  This is important for 3 reasons: 

 1. No Metal to Metal Contact means Minimal Corrosion 

 Out-dated screw and rivet based systems may start the corrosion process early as different types of  

metals connect. To counteract this, we designed a superior fixing system which stops any  

contact between the Stainless Steel Mesh, perforated Aluminium and the Aluminium Frame.  

A clear gap is proven to reduce the chance of galvanic corrosion between different types of metal  

and ultimately prolongs the life of the security screen.  

2. Innovative Locked in Keyway 

Both our Security Screen products employ high performance  

chemical welding which is adhered to the side of the  

extrusion. This creates maximum strength and durability and  

ensures  there is no chance of the bung slipping out of the  

frame. Our state-of-the art technology enables us to supply one 

of the strongest systems on the market which is backed up by  

the extensive Australia Standards Testing  we regularly  

undertake and surpass. 

3. Wedge Eliminates needs for Midrail  

We believe that security screens should not only be 

 secure, they should look great! We believe everyone has the  

right to an unobstructed view to the outdoors. Our innovative  

system does away with the unsightly midrail and is far superior, both mechanically and aesthetically.  

So how does this work? Simply put, in the process of inserting the wedge into our frame, the mesh is 

stretched firmly outwards. This results in a tighter fitted door than you would see in a system that has no 

stretching process. A system that relies on NO wedge requires a sheet of perfectly flat mesh to get a  

tight door, which is often unattainable; this is why a midrail is often required in a NO wedge system.  

The wedge is made in Australia to a very high specification and is UV stabilised to endure the harsh  

Australian sun.   

Sleek Looking Aluminium Frame 

 SecureView EclipX and Xceed Screens are fitted with  

superior quality extrusions that are second-to-none. The finished look is               

a sleek, clean frame devoid of any screws, black bead tape or strip to 

distract from simply looking through the screen and enjoying the view.  

The door frame itself has a slight wave pattern in the face of the  

extrusion. This is designed this way for several reasons: 

 It’s proven to provide increased strength in the rigidity of the  

aluminium  

 It creates a shadow effect that will hide small scratches  

 Improves overall appearance of the product 

“Its got the best 

warranty and I love 

framing it. There’s no 

screws in the frame, 

the finish looks great.” 

SecureView Expert Licensee 
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Innovative Keyway Fixing System 


